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10. Egyéni variációk

EGY POPULÁCIÓBAN mindig találunk egyéni variációkat — az egyéni
genomok eltérnek a referenciától A genom egy adott helyén (lokuszánál)
megtalálható variációt genotípusnak hívjük, aminek a lehetséges értékei
az allélek. A leggyakoribb variáció a SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism),
azaz az egy nukleotidra kiterjedő pontmutáció. Diploid kromoszómák
lokuszainál két allél található, az egyed lehet homozigóta (azonos allél az apai
és anyai kromoszómán) vagy heterozigóta (különböző allélek).
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1. ábra. Heterozigóta és homozi-
góta SNP-ek.

A genomhoz illesztett read-ek alapján megállapított genotípusokat tipikusan VCF (Variant Call Format) fájlban szokás
leírni. Egy fájl több genom leírását is tartalmazhatja (a példában az NA00001–NA0003 mintákhoz tartozó genotipusok
szerepelnek). A fájl fejlécében ## kezdetű sorok megadják az információt az adatok eredetéről, illetve az INFO, FIL-

TER és FORMAT oszlopokban szereplő kódok jelentéséről és adatformátumokról. INFO: adatok az összes mintáról (itt
NS,DP, AF,. . . ). FILTER: lokusz szűrése az adatok minősége alapján (itt q10 és s50 lehetséges szűrőkkel). FORMAT:
megadja a követő genotípus oszlopok formátumát (itt GT,GQ,DP,HQ).

The Variant Call Format (VCF) Version 4.2 Specification

17 Dec 2013

The master version of this document can be found at https://github.com/samtools/hts-specs.
This printing is version c02ad4c from that repository, last modified on the date shown above.

1 The VCF specification

VCF is a text file format (most likely stored in a compressed manner). It contains meta-information lines, a header
line, and then data lines each containing information about a position in the genome. The format also has the ability
to contain genotype information on samples for each position.

1.1 An example
##fileformat=VCFv4.2
##fileDate=20090805
##source=myImputationProgramV3.1
##reference=file:///seq/references/1000GenomesPilot-NCBI36.fasta
##contig=<ID=20,length=62435964,assembly=B36,md5=f126cdf8a6e0c7f379d618ff66beb2da,species="Homo sapiens",taxonomy=x>
##phasing=partial
##INFO=<ID=NS,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Number of Samples With Data">
##INFO=<ID=DP,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Total Depth">
##INFO=<ID=AF,Number=A,Type=Float,Description="Allele Frequency">
##INFO=<ID=AA,Number=1,Type=String,Description="Ancestral Allele">
##INFO=<ID=DB,Number=0,Type=Flag,Description="dbSNP membership, build 129">
##INFO=<ID=H2,Number=0,Type=Flag,Description="HapMap2 membership">
##FILTER=<ID=q10,Description="Quality below 10">
##FILTER=<ID=s50,Description="Less than 50% of samples have data">
##FORMAT=<ID=GT,Number=1,Type=String,Description="Genotype">
##FORMAT=<ID=GQ,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Genotype Quality">
##FORMAT=<ID=DP,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Read Depth">
##FORMAT=<ID=HQ,Number=2,Type=Integer,Description="Haplotype Quality">
#CHROM POS ID REF ALT QUAL FILTER INFO FORMAT NA00001 NA00002 NA00003
20 14370 rs6054257 G A 29 PASS NS=3;DP=14;AF=0.5;DB;H2 GT:GQ:DP:HQ 0|0:48:1:51,51 1|0:48:8:51,51 1/1:43:5:.,.
20 17330 . T A 3 q10 NS=3;DP=11;AF=0.017 GT:GQ:DP:HQ 0|0:49:3:58,50 0|1:3:5:65,3 0/0:41:3
20 1110696 rs6040355 A G,T 67 PASS NS=2;DP=10;AF=0.333,0.667;AA=T;DB GT:GQ:DP:HQ 1|2:21:6:23,27 2|1:2:0:18,2 2/2:35:4
20 1230237 . T . 47 PASS NS=3;DP=13;AA=T GT:GQ:DP:HQ 0|0:54:7:56,60 0|0:48:4:51,51 0/0:61:2
20 1234567 microsat1 GTC G,GTCT 50 PASS NS=3;DP=9;AA=G GT:GQ:DP 0/1:35:4 0/2:17:2 1/1:40:3

This example shows (in order): a good simple SNP, a possible SNP that has been filtered out because its quality is
below 10, a site at which two alternate alleles are called, with one of them (T) being ancestral (possibly a reference
sequencing error), a site that is called monomorphic reference (i.e. with no alternate alleles), and a microsatellite
with two alternative alleles, one a deletion of 2 bases (TC), and the other an insertion of one base (T). Genotype data
are given for three samples, two of which are phased and the third unphased, with per sample genotype quality, depth
and haplotype qualities (the latter only for the phased samples) given as well as the genotypes. The microsatellite
calls are unphased.

1.2 Meta-information lines

File meta-information is included after the ## string and must be key=value pairs. It is strongly encouraged that
information lines describing the INFO, FILTER and FORMAT entries used in the body of the VCF file be included
in the meta-information section. Although they are optional, if these lines are present then they must be completely
well-formed.

1

Az ALT oszlopban felsorolt allélek szerint kódoljuk a genotípust: 0=re-
ferencia, 1=első ALT, 2=második ALT, . . . . A haplotípus megadja azt is,
hogy több egymás utáni lokusznál a heterozigóta allélek melyike található
ugyanazon a kromoszómán, azaz a genotípusok fázisát.

Unphased Phased
##fileformat=VCFv4.2

...

... REF ALT ... FORMAT smp

... A G ... GT 0/1

... C T ... GT 0/1

... T C ... GT 1/1

##fileformat=VCFv4.2

...

... REF ALT ... FORMAT smp

... A G ... GT 0|1

... C T ... GT 1|0

... T C ... GT 1|1
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SNP calling

Az egy lokuszra illeszkedő read-ek alapján megállapítható a diploid ge-
notípus. Egy helyre illeszkedő szekvenált bázisok a quality értékekkel:
Z = {(z1, q1), (z2, q2), . . . , (zn, qn)

}
. Lehetséges genotípusok: 4 ho-

mozigóta, 6 heterozigóta. Ismeretlen genotípus: Y.

P
{

Y = y1y2

∣∣∣ Z} ∝ P
{
Z
∣∣∣ Y = y1y2

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

y1y2 likelihood

× P
{

y1y2
}︸ ︷︷ ︸

y1y2 genotípus gyakorisága

A quality értékekkel könnyen számolható P
{
Z
∣∣∣ Y = y1y2

}
akár homo-

zigótákra (y1 = y2) akár heterozigótákra (y1 6= y2). De mi a genotípusok a
priori valószinűsége?

Hardy-Weinberg egyensúly. Egy végtelen méretű populációban, diszkrét
generációk és pánmixia (nincsenek nemek, de két szülő van mindig) esetén
az egyensúlyi frekvenciák a következők: AA ∼ p2, Aa ∼ 2pq , aa ∼ q2,
ahol p a vad allél (A) és q = 1− p a mutáns allél (a) gyakorisága.

SNP frekvenciák. MAF (Minor Allele Frequency): mutáns allél gyakorisága a
populációban. Egy SNP gyakori, ha MAF > 10% és ritka, ha MAF < 5%.
A HAPMAP (2005, 2009) és 1000 Genomes (2012) projektek az emberi
populációkban felelhető egyéni variációk feltérképezését vette célba, ere-
detileg genotipizáló csipeket, később exom1 és teljes genom szekvenálást 1 Az exom a genomban ismert exonok

összessége. Sok egyéni szekvenáló projekt
csak az exomot vizsgálja (amihez az exono-
kat tartalmazó DNS fragmenseket előbb ki
kell válogatni), mert csak a kódoló génekbe
eső mutációkat keresik.

használva. Így már specifikus MAF adatok is elérhetőek különböző popu-
lációkra: CEU (Észak-Amerika, európai ősökkel), YRI (Yoruba, Nigéria),
JPT (Japán), CHB (Han kínai); ASW (afro-amerikai), GIH (Houston-i
Gujarati), MEX (mexikóiak Los Angelesből), LWK (Luhya, Kenya), . . .

Indel variációk

A SNP-ek mellett előfordulnak törléses vagy beszúrásos polimorfizmusok is,
kb. 1/8-szor ritkábban, de összességében hasonló számú bázist érintve. Egy
tipikus emberi genomban lesz néhány millió SNP és néhány százezer indeles
polimorfizmus.2 Kisebb indel polimorfizmusok szekvenálásahoz érdemes 2 James Watson genomjában pl. mintegy 3.3

millió SNP-et és 222 ezer indelt annotáltak.újrailleszteni a read-eket a lokusz körül.

detection tools [5]. Sequence reads covering indels
are generally more difficult to map since their correct
alignment either involves complex gapped alignment
or paired-end sequencing inference [13]. The key
computational software tools required during
deep-sequencing indel detection analysis are align-
ment and indel detection tools that interpret the
alignment results in order to infer the presence of
an indel. This analysis process varies between differ-
ent methods and is based on per base quality, map-
ping property, number of supporting reads,
realignment around potential indels, known vari-
ation data and various other probabilistic matrices.
An effective combination of the two will produce
the optimal detection pipeline that will result in
accurate and reliable variation calling (Figure 1).
The effect of different alignment tools on detection
efficiency has been studied and accounted for [11],
recommending the use of single-end reads gapped
alignment enabled mapping tools such as BWA
[13] and Novoalign [14]. However, these studies
did not address the effects and implications of the
software chosen to detect the indels; therefore, fur-
ther knowledge on the effects of these tools is still
required.

The variety of available indel identification soft-
ware is rapidly increasing with better performance,
sensitivity and specificity as the main objectives.
Indel identification becomes more complex when
detection is made using single-end reads shorter
than <100 nt since they lack insert length variance
(the gap between sequences in paired-end reads) that
facilitates indel detection [15]. We set out to

compare four common indel detection software –
VarScan [16], Dindel [17], SAMtools mpileup [18]
and the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) [19].
Using simulated sample data, we compared the
detection software sensitivity and predictive values
while changing initial parameters such as read
depth (coverage), read length, indel size and fre-
quency. We implemented these indel tools on real
experimental data in order to demonstrate concur-
rence to our simulations. In general, our study pin-
points several key features that assist successful
experimental design and appropriate tool selection.
Our study may also serve as a basis for future evalu-
ation of additional indel calling methods.

METHODS
The simulated data
In order to evaluate how well the different software
can detect indels, we simulated several genomic
regions that contain indels and SNPs in variable fre-
quencies. In order to construct the simulation data, we
extracted a section of 10 M base pairs in length from
human chromosome 16 (between 10 000 001 and
20 000 000; build GRCh37/hg19) to be used as a ref-
erence sequence. Using a specialized software (inGAP
[20]), SNPs were inserted at a rate coinciding with
observed human genome SNP rate of 1:1000 bases
[21]. Indels were inserted to the simulated read data
according to the specific comparison analysis (speci-
fied below). We then created a set of simulated deep
sequencing single-end reads data using the same soft-
ware, each read data according to the specific variable

Figure 1: Basic indel calling workflow.The initial step is alignment against a reference genome in which all possible
indels are detected. The following step, performed by the indel calling tools, is the collection of these possible
indels, calculating various metrics, depending on the specific tool, that either support or oppose the presence of
each indel. An optimal combination of both alignment and indel calling tools should result in an accurate set of con-
fidently called indels.

Indel detection tools: evaluation for improved detection 47
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DINDEL. A DINDEL program nagyon pontosan találja meg az indel po-
limorfizmusokat. Ehhez lehetséges haplotípus blokkokat definiál (egymásnak
nem ellentmondó illeszkedő read-ek alapján), és azután statisztikus illesztést
végez a read-ek és a lehetséges haplotípusok között.
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sequence. Note that this may result in a change of both the posi-
tion and the actual sequence of the candidate variant. The second
preprocessing step is to group all candidate SNPs and indels into
realignment windows of at least 120 bp. For each window Dindel
will generate candidate haplotypes, which, therefore, will also be at
least 120-bp long. All candidate variants corresponding to a par-
ticular window will be considered against the same set of reads.
This allows us to compare different hypotheses as formulated in
terms of candidate haplotypes.

The core of the Dindel program is the realignment of reads to
candidate haplotypes for each realignment window defined in the
preprocessing step. We define Ri as the nucleotide sequence for
read i, and Hj as the nucleotide sequence for candidate haplotype
j. The main operations of the realignment algorithm for a particu-
lar window then are:

1. Identify the set of reads {Ri} to be realigned.
2. Generate the set of candidate haplotypes {Hj}.
3. Compute the maximum likelihood Pmax(Ri | Hj) and maximum-

likelihood alignment of each read Ri given each candidate
haplotype Hj using the probabilistic realignment model.

4. Estimate haplotype frequencies from the read-haplotype like-
lihoods Pmax(Ri | Hj) and the prior probability of each candidate
haplotype.

5. Estimate quality scores for the candidate indels and other se-
quence variants.

The computation of the read-haplotype likelihood in step 3 is
generally the most compute-intensive step. In the fourth step,
different algorithms may be applied, depending on the setting. For
diploid samples we explicitly evaluate posterior probabilities for
every pair of haplotypes; for pooled reads or individuals we apply
a Bayesian expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate
haplotype frequencies. Below, we describe each of these steps in
more detail.

Genotype likelihoods

As part of the output, Dindel also provides genotype likelihoods for
each candidate indel. In the case of trios, the genotype likelihoods
can be easily combined with a model for Mendelian segregation or
a model that is specifically designed to detect de novo mutations.
Another situation where a more complex prior is useful is in the
analyses of a population of samples, especially when the samples
are sequenced at low depth. In this case the Dindel pooled analysis
is able to output a genotype likelihood for every sample and every

candidate indel, which can then be used in imputation software
that accepts likelihoods, e.g., Beagle (Browning and Browning
2007) or QCALL (Le and Durbin 2011), to obtain more accurate
indel genotypes. This strategy was used for the low-coverage pilot
of the 1000 Genomes Project to infer indel genotypes.

The realignment algorithm

Identification of reads for realignment

Dindel realigns mapped and unmapped reads to the candidate
haplotypes. We assume that for the mapped reads the read mapper
has found the correct region, and from the read-alignment file we
include every read that has an overlap of at least 20 bp with the
realignment window according to the read mapper. Importantly,
Dindel also attempts to realign unmapped reads for which the
mate is mapped in the region surrounding the window. We include
every unmapped read for which the mate is mapped within a dis-
tance of the mean plus/minus four standard deviations of the li-
brary insert size distribution from the realignment window. This
increases sensitivity for longer insertions and deletions, for which
the read mapper may not have mapped all of the reads to the ref-
erence sequence.

Generation of candidate haplotypes

Dindel generates candidate haplotypes from the candidate vari-
ants provided by the user, but it also infers candidate variants from
the read-alignment file itself. Candidate variants identified from
the read-alignment file are mostly potential SNPs not specified
by the user. Incorporating such a SNP may improve the alignment of
reads to candidate haplotypes, and as a result improve the inference
of the indel, since, in principle, each read should align to one of
the two haplotypes (for a diploid individual) without mismatch in
the absence of sequencing and mapping errors. The haplotypes are
generated such that for every non-reference sequence variant, the
reference variant is always present in one of the other candidate
haplotypes so that genotype likelihoods can be calculated.

The generation of candidate haplotypes itself is a two-step
process. Figure 2 illustrates the procedure with an example, and is
described in more detail in the Supplemental material. First, can-
didate variants are inferred from the read-alignment file, creating
a set of candidate haplotypes consisting of all combinations of
these variants. Second, the candidate variants provided by the user
are added to each of these candidate haplotypes, creating a set of

Figure 2. Procedure for generation of candidate haplotypes. We first consider the empirical distribution of bases determined from the initial alignments
of reads to the reference and infer a heuristic haplotype block model to preserve sequences that always occur together in one read. We then choose n
block-haplotypes with the highest empirical frequency, and generate candidate haplotypes by considering all combinations of these n block-haplotypes.
The number of candidate haplotypes obtained this way is thus 2n. It is possible that multiple subhaplotypes from the same block are chosen. In the second
step, all candidate variants (most importantly, the candidate indels) are added to these n candidate haplotypes, resulting in a set of, at most,k ! 2n

candidate haplotypes, where k is the number of candidate variants tested.

Accurate indel calls from short-read data

Genome Research 963
www.genome.org
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2. ábra. A Dindel egyszerre leg-
eljebb 8 lehetséges haplotípushoz
illeszti az egy csúszo ablakba eső
DNS olvasatokat. [Albers++]

Megbízható indelekhez 30x lefedettségre van szükség; különböző szoft-
vercsomagok különböző típusú adatokra lettek kihegyezve.

Software effects
Our comparative study demonstrated the importance
of software-specific parameter settings. In order to
exemplify this, VarScan was run naively with its de-
fault parameters and then again with a more strict
indel inclusion parameters setting. This resulted in
an extensive decrease in the number of false positive
calls across all tests and only a mild decrease in sen-
sitivity. We should state that VarScan outputs several
different variations of a detected indel; this accounts
for a large portion of its low PPV demonstrated in
our tests and the decrease in PPV as indel length
increases. When comparing the different software’s
performance (Table 2), VarScan’s performance was
highly affected by coverage, presenting a significant
rise in sensitivity for coverage higher than 30! and
the highest sensitivity for coverage > 70!. When
dealing with low coverage (<30!), Dindel and
SAMtools mpileup presented the highest sensitivity.
Higher coverage resulted in similar performance for
GATK and Dindel. Dindel’s performance can be due
to its inherent testing of each aligner-detected indel,

which also results in longer processing times, making
it the most time consuming of the tested tools. We
found that the majority of undetected indels were
shared across software, concluding that the benefit
from summing two indel calling methods (accepting
indels called in any of the two) results in only a mild
increase in sensitivity, at the cost of a similar mild
decrease in PPV (Figure 5). However, including
indels supported by at least two software did not
change the sensitivity, although the PPV was signifi-
cantly higher. This is highly important when dealing
with high coverage data, in which our data demon-
strated a mild decrease in PPV for each of the tools
(average PPV excluding unfiltered VarScan" 0.972).
In this high coverage data, including only the indels
supported by at least two software, resulted in a PPV
of 0.991.

We emphasize two important factors for improv-
ing performance: tool selection and parameter set-
ting. The latter was demonstrated using the indel
calling tool VarScan and was shown to affect per-
formance to a greater extent. Since VarScan calls

Figure 5: Venn diagram depicting the number of indels found for each software with 30! and 150! coverage and
read length 72. Inclusion of indels called in any of the software results in a decrease in PPV with only a mild sensitiv-
ity improvement. Inclusion of indels supported by at least two software results in a sensitivity improvement for
some of the software and a significant increase in PPV, crucial in high coverage data.

Table 2: Advantages and limitations for each of the tested indel detection tools

Tool name Advantages Limitations

GATK Highly supported with good overall performance Low sensitivity at very low coverage (<10!; can be
improved by less stringent parameters)

Dindel Best performance at low coverage Only suitable for Illumina data analysis and has long
running time

SAMtools mpileup High PPV and simple use Lowest sensitivity at high coverage (>50!)
VarScan High sensitivity at intermediate/high coverage (>30!) and

simple use
Low PPV at default parameter settings and low sensitivity
at low coverage (<30!)
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3. ábra. Genotipizáló
programok és indelek.
PPV (Positive Predictive Value) =

TP
TP+FP , TP=true positive, FP=false
positive. [Neuman++]

Struktúrális variációk

A kisebb variációk mellett találunk sok bázispárt érintő struktúrális variációkat is szép számban. A struktúrális
variációk között gyakoriak és nehezen felfedezhetőek a kopiszám variációk (CNV-Copy Number Variation), amit
genom-duplikációk okoznak (≥ 50 bp hosszban, de akár egész kromoszómára kiterjedően). Struktúrális variációkat
fel lehet fedezni több módon (ld. 5. ábra).

? párosított read-ek illésztésénél a pár két tagja nem az elvárt módon illeszkedik a referencia genomra

? lefedettség gyanúsan nagy vagy túl kicsi egy régióban

? DNS fragmens egyik fele máshova illeszkedik mint a másik fele (split read)

? de novo összerakott genom szekvencia átrendezésekkel illeszkedik a referenciához.
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Figure 1 | Classes of structural variation. Traditionally, structural variation refers  
to genomic alterations that are larger than 1 kb in length, but advances in discovery 
techniques have led to the detection of smaller events. Currently, >50 bp is used as  
an operational demarcation between indels and copy number variants (CNVs). The 
schematic depicts deletions, novel sequence insertions, mobile-element insertions, 
tandem and interspersed segmental duplications, inversions and translocations in a 
test genome (lower line) when compared with the reference genome.

Array comparative genomic 
hybridization
(Array CGH). A technique 
based on competitively 
hybridizing fluorescently 
labelled test and reference 
samples to a known target 
DNA sequence immobilized  
on a solid glass substrate  
and then interrogating the 
hybridization ratio.

SNP microarrays
Hybridization-based assays  
in which the target DNA 
sequences are discriminated 
on the basis of a single  
base difference. Assays are 
processed with a single sample 
per array and perform both 
SNP genotyping and 
copy-number interrogation.

Single-base extension
Single-base-extension 
reactions use a primer that 
binds to a region of interest 
and follow this with an 
extension reaction that allows 
the incorporation of a single 
base after the primer.

technologies infer copy number gains or losses com-
pared to a reference sample or population, but differ in 
the details and application of the molecular assays.

Array CGH. Array CGH platforms are based on the 
principle of comparative hybridization of two labelled 
samples (test and reference) to a set of hybridization tar-
gets (typically long oligonucleotides or, historically, bac-
terial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones). The signal 
ratio is then used as a proxy for copy number (see BOX 1 
for details). An important consideration is the effect of 
the reference sample on the copy-number profile. For 
example, when only one sample is examined, a loss in the  
reference sample is indistinguishable from a gain in  
the test sample. For this reason, a well-characterized ref-
erence is key to interpretation of array CGH data19. Early 
studies of germline CNVs were based on BAC arrays or 
low-resolution oligonucleotide platforms and allowed 
detection of CNVs typically greater than 100 kb1,2,6 
(BOX 2). These initial studies highlighted the incred-
ible number of CNVs observed in healthy individuals; 
however, the breakpoints of these alterations were not 
sufficiently well-defined to allow accurate assessment of 
the proportion of the genome altered or its gene con-
tent. This led to a drastic overestimation of the extent 
of copy-number polymorphism using large-insert BAC 
clones2, which was subsequently refined by oligonucle-
otide microarrays or sequence-based studies of the same 
DNA samples4,5,20,21.

Currently,  Roche NimbleGen and Agilent 
Technologies are the major suppliers of whole-genome 
array CGH platforms and routinely produce arrays with 
up to 2.1 million (2.1M) and 1M long oligonucleotides 
(50–75-mers), respectively, per microarray. Detection of 
a CNV typically requires a signal from at least 3 to 10 

consecutive probes (BOX 1); as a result, SNP and CGH 
microarrays can routinely detect anywhere from dozens  
to several hundred events per genome depending on the 
platform applied (BOXES 1,2). Two studies have recently 
used ultra-high-resolution arrays (24M to 42M probes) 
for array CGH-based SV discovery in samples from 
HapMap individuals5,19. Although such high-density 
arrays are not practical for a large number of samples 
(30 and 40 samples were used in these studies), these 
approaches enabled the discovery of CNVs down to 
500 bp, with breakpoints precise enough to allow the 
identification of sequence motifs at a subset of vari-
ants. One key advantage of array CGH platforms is 
the availability of custom, high-probe-density arrays 
from both major manufacturers. This has led to their 
widespread adoption in clinical diagnostics, essentially 
replacing karyotype analysis as the primary means of 
detecting copy-number alterations among children with 
developmental delay22.

SNP arrays. SNP microarray platforms are also based on 
hybridization, with a few key differences from CGH tech-
nologies. First, hybridization is performed on a single  
sample per microarray, and log-transformed ratios are 
generated by clustering the intensities measured at each 
probe across many samples20,23,24. Second, SNP platforms 
take advantage of probe designs that are specific to 
single-nucleotide differences between DNA sequences, 
either by single-base-extension methods (Illumina) or 
differential hybridization (Affymetrix)20,23,24. One key 
disadvantage is that, per probe, SNP microarrays tend to 
offer lower signal-to-noise ratio than do the best array 
CGH platforms. This is apparent in comparisons of  
array CGH and SNP platforms in terms of detection  
of CNVs by a purely ratio-based approach24–27. However, 
a key advantage of SNP microarrays is the use of SNP 
allele-specific probes to increase CNV sensitivity, dis-
tinguish alleles and identify regions of uniparental  
disomy through the calculation of a metric termed B 
allele frequency (BAF) (BOX 1).

SNP arrays have proved popular in CNV-detection 
studies, historically as complements to array CGH 
platforms for fine-mapping regions2 and currently in 
the large-scale discovery of CNVs in a broad variety of 
populations16,20,23,28,29. Early SNP arrays demonstrated 
poor coverage of CNV regions, but recent arrays (such 
as the Affymetrix 6.0 SNP and Illumina 1M platforms) 
incorporate better SNP selection criteria for complex 
regions of the genome and non-polymorphic copy-
number probes (which are examined for log ratios but 
not BAF)20,23,30. Another important consideration is the 
choice of population because the average heterozygosity 
affects the proportion of SNPs that will generate a mean-
ingful BAF signal (typically, heterozygosity is 30–40% in 
Illumina platforms). This is particularly relevant when 
dealing with populations that may have experienced a 
drastic bottleneck, as opposed to more outbred popula-
tions, and thus may affect the number of probes needed 
to identify an alteration23,24. Some studies combine array 
CGH and SNP platforms to offer higher confidence in 
CNV detection2,20,30.
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Figure 2 | Structural variation sequence signatures. There are four general sequence-based analytical approaches 
used to detect structural variation. Theoretically, read-pair (RP), split-read and assembly methods can be used to 
discover variants from all classes of structural variant (SV), but each has different biases depending on the 
underlying sequence content of the variants and the data properties of the sequence reads. However, read-depth 
approaches can be used to detect only losses (deletions) and gains (duplications), and cannot discriminate between 
tandem and interspersed duplications. Briefly, read-pair methods analyse the mapping information of paired-end 
reads and their discordancy from the expected span size and mapped strand properties. Sensitivity, specificity and 
breakpoint accuracy are dependent on the read length, insert size and physical coverage3,4,59,62,65,66,68,69. Breakpoints 
are indicated by red arrows. Read-depth analysis examines the increase and decrease in sequence coverage to 
detect duplications and deletions, respectively, and predict absolute copy numbers of genomic intervals45,62,74–76. 
Split-read algorithms are capable of detecting exact breakpoints of all variant classes by analysing the sequence 
alignment of the reads and the reference genome; however, they usually require longer reads than the other 
methods and have less power in repeat- and duplication-rich loci62,78,79. Assembly algorithms83–86,115 have the most 
power to detect SVs of all classes at the breakpoint resolution, but assembling short sequences and inserts often 
result in contig/scaffold fragmentation in regions with high repeat and duplication content89. MEI, mobile-element 
insertion. Repbase is a database of repetitive elements.
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